Introduction
Lack of responsibility and transparency of financial institutions, excessive risk-taking activities, large amount of complex derivatives and market abuse problems led to global financial crisis of 2008. As a result, huge financial interventions of national governments were put into financial sector with the aim to sustain the viability of banks, funds and other financial institutions. 1 Those financial interventions put a heavy burden on current public finances at the expense of taxpayers from the other sectors of economy and households. In parallel, the dramatic raise of governments' loans was caused. Notwithstanding the global shared opinion that banks are the ones who caused the financial crisis of 2008 and as a result should pay a fair share, the agreement of uniformed pattern for global taxation of the financial sector was not reached. Therefore, the EU Commission had no other choice than to work on the common financial transaction tax (hereinafter -the FTT) system only within the EU. However, the harmonised tax system of the FTT proposed by the Commission 2 failed to get the required unanimous support due to the essential differences in opinions amongst the Member States. The author of this article further discusses two main problems, namely the inclusion of the pension funds in the scope of the FTT and the extraterritorial effect of the tax, which might hinder the smooth introduction and functioning of the FTT at a level of enhanced cooperation.
In the first part of this article the effect of an extraterritoriality of the tax will be discussed. The author will explain how the tax resulted to have such an effect and how this issue is being dealt with throughout the current debates of the tax. The second part of this article is dedicated to the discussion whether pension funds should be relieved from the burden of the FTT. The author of this article elaborates on the problem regarding pension funds and their inclusion in the scope of the FTT and further sets out arguments why, in her opinion, the pension funds should remain covered by the FTT. 
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The Extraterritorial Effect of the FTT
The starting point
Due to the fact that the enhanced cooperation in the area of the FTT was established, the territorial scope of the tax was narrowed and this caused a problem in a form of an extraterritorial effect of the tax. This effect appears due to both the principle of residence and the principle of issuance. The residence principle aims at reducing the risk of tax avoidance through geographical relocation of transactions outside the EU. The rationale behind it is that financial institutions are less mobile than financial transactions, thus taxing institutions that carry trade on the basis of the residence principle mitigates this geographical relocation risks compared to taxing transactions at source. 7 As a result, every financial institution is deemed to be a resident of a Member State where the conditions set out in the proposed Directive are fulfilled.
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The issuance principle was introduced later with the amended proposal in the area of the FTT. This principle is seen as a last resort in attempts trying to prevent the avoidance of the tax. Pursuant to the issuance principle, the FTT would be payable even in situations when a financial institution is established outside the FTT zone but is trading in financial instruments originally issued within the FTT zone. Both principles tackle tax avoidance and have the aim to make evading the FTT potentially far more expensive than paying it.
9 However, both of the principles are also the prerequisites for the caused extraterritorial effect of the financial transaction tax. Therefore, having in mind this overlap of the good intentions by the Commission (anti-avoidance measures) and rather controversial outcome (the extraterritorial aspect of the tax), the author of this article finds it important to explain why the inclusion of the above mentioned principles in the Commission's proposal was important and how effectively they serve the intended 7 The European Commission: technical fiche, 'the residence principle and the territoriality of the tax', [2012] . 8 Op. cit. 5, Art. 3. 9 'Parliament adopts ambitious approach on financial transaction tax', in:
European Parliament News, 23-05-2012. Retrieved via: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20120523IPR45627/html/Parliament-adopts-ambitiousapproach-on-financial-transaction-tax, last visited on 20 April, 2014.
purpose. In addition to this, different elements of the extraterritorial effect of the tax will also be discussed further.
Measures in place in order to mitigate the possible migration of business
One of the most extensively discussed risks related to the introduction of the FTT is the risk of the relocation of business outside the FTT zone. This issue was firstly identified during the discussions at the level of the G20 10 and later on -during the considerations and debates at the EU institutions regarding the introduction the FTT. The European Commission has acknowledged 11 that the functioning and effectiveness of the FTT is attainable only if it does not create possibilities and does not result in tax avoidance through substantial migration of trade to other financial centres outside the FTT zone.
12 Therefore it as important to safeguard the effective functioning of the tax and that was done through the residence and issuance principles. In many discussions relating to the risk of the migration of the businesses, the example of Sweden in the 1984-1991 period is put forward. In 1984, Sweden introduced its national financial transaction tax which was applicable to financial transactions (purchase or sale of an equity securities) concluded in the territory of Sweden if one of the parties of the transaction was established there. The tax was levied on the financial intermediaries registered in Sweden through which the securities transaction was being conducted. It is important to emphasize that the mentioned tax was abolished five years later due to fact that most of the businesses trading in securities started doing their business in the UK. As a result, Sweden lost more revenue that it was collecting from the tax. 13 The critics of the FTT presuppose that history will repeat itself when an EU FTT be introduced and warn that the countries which 10 During the discussions of a global financial transaction tax for which the unanimous consensus was not reached. are not comparable as firstly, the Swedish FTT was a national tax whilst the to be introduced FTT is a supra-national tax. Secondly, the fact that the Swedish tax was applicable only to transactions that took place in Sweden made it rather easy to avoid the tax, whereas an EU FTT is supposed to cover a much broader spectrum of taxable events. It is anticipated that the proposed tax will create a taxable event when three situations occur 16 : 1) when both parties of a transaction are established within the FTT zone (residence principle I); 2) when only one of the parties of a transaction is established in the jurisdiction of the FTT (residence principle II); 3) or when none of the parties of a transaction is established in the FTT zone but they are trading in financial instruments that are issued within the jurisdiction of the FTT (issuance principle, a 'deemed establishment'). It should be noted that the issuance principle, which was introduced as a last resort, is expected to serve as an effective measure in reducing the incentives of the relocation of business as it will be less advantageous to transpose activities and establishments outside the FTT jurisdiction, since trading with the financial instruments issued within the FTT jurisdiction will be taxable anyway. The author of this article is of the opinion, that in order to move the trading business in financial instruments to a FTT-free jurisdiction, enterprises should not only cease to meet any of the extended FTT clauses of the establishment 17 , but should also refuse any transactions in financial instruments and structured products with the entities established in the jurisdiction of the FTT, abandon their operation in any of the collective investment structures within the FTT jurisdiction, and, finally, do not to carry out any transactions in the financial instruments issued in one of the FTT zone countries. In other words, with an introduction of the issuance principle, it became very difficult for business trading in financial instruments to avoid the payable FTT as such an avoidance requires not only the substantial transposition of business outside the FTT zone but also a complete withdrawal from the trading activities that would result in the FTT burden (namely, trading in financial instruments issued within the FTT zone and trading with a financial institution established within the FTT zone). This mentioned aspect is of a crucial importance as the financial institutions, cogitating the relocation of business outside the area of FTT, will have to critically reflect and precisely calculate the balance of the potential benefit (nonpayment of the FTT) and loss (a complete dissolution of activities in the FTT jurisdiction) as well as fundamentally rethink their investment strategies.
Good intentions -an unexpected outcome?
As it was already mentioned above, the issuance principle should be seen as a double edged sword: on the one side, the principle is expected to be a proper and effective measure against the migration of businesses while trying to avoid the tax, on the other -it creates a far reaching extraterritorial effect of the tax. The latter caused a big concern for non-participating countries both within and outside the EU as their financial institutions might fall within the scope of the new tax and have to bear an additional tax burden. The issuance principle creates a wide reaching extraterritorial impact by covering financial instruments issued in the FTT jurisdiction regardless of where they are traded or where the parties to the transaction are established 18 as long as a financial institution is party to the transaction. 19 In other words, this means that non-FTT zone financial institutions-e.g. those in London, New York and Asia-will be taxed every time they transact with parties in the FTT zone, and every time they deal in securities issued by an enterprises established in the FTT jurisdiction. Moreover, the principle of residence even widens the extraterritorial effect of the tax as it brings within scope of the FTT all branches and financial institutions conducting business within the FTT jurisdiction which are either EEA-authorized institutions trading in the FTT zone under a "passport" or third-country institutions permitted to trade in the FTT zone. 21 However, it should be noted that theoretically there is a way out of being qualified as 'assumingly established' in the FTT zone: a financial institution can prove that there is no link between the economic substance of the transaction and a territory of FTT-Member State 22 . Nevertheless, by this time, it is still very unclear how this provision should be applied as the European Commission gives indications that its scope might be rather limited 23 . Also it is unclear whether the burden of proof to deny deemed residence will not be too administratively burdening 24 . Therefore, it comes as a no surprise that non-participating countries are not joyous with this extraterritorial effect of the up-coming tax as it creates costs and additional burdens for the latter, especially when the refutation mechanism of the deemed residence is still very uncertain and puts the burden of proof on the shoulders on the financial institutions. While the non-EU countries started looking for legal ways out of the due FTT by re-arranging their business structures (e.g. in order to shield their operations from the FTT, the financial business in the FTT zone might be isolated from the other business operations 25 ) or reviewing already existing as well as putting in place new tax planning structures, the non-participating EU Member States (with the UK and Luxembourg in the lead) are not willing to give up easily and are trying to stop the implementation of the tax (at least in a substance and to that extend as it is suggested by the last proposal). Recently the UK challenged 26 Council Decision 2013/52/EU 27 on a basis that it is contrary to the EU law. In its motion the UK generally argues that the mentioned decision is contrary to Article 327 TFEU because it authorises the adoption of the FTT with extra-territorial effects 'which will fail to respect the Moreover, the UK predicates that decision in question is unlawful as for an authorization of a tax with extraterritorial effects there is no justification in customary international law which has to be respected as it takes precedence over the EU law. Furthermore, it is being argued that Article 332 TFEU is also breached as the implementation of the FTT would inevitably cause costs to the Non-Participating States. As a result, the UK asked the CJEU to annul Council Decision. However, the CJEU in its decision of 30 April, 2014 rejected the UK's challenge as premature due to the fact that the challenge was based on a tax which does not yet exists and by today there is still no final common agreement on what the final tax would look like.
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In this context of the challenge, it should be noted that probably it is true that non-participating countries will have to bear additional costs of the collection of the tax as the new collection mechanism will have to be implemented. 30 Nonetheless, it should be noted that in general taxes with extra-territorial effects are not per se forbidden under public international law, however, only to the extent, that their enforcement does not require the performance of activities on the territory of another jurisdiction. 31 To put it differently, countries are not hindered from implementing tax rules which would give a rise of taxing rights for some elements located outside their jurisdiction, yet, it does not mean that countries can unilaterally require the performance of other countries on the behalf of 'the issuance country' (e.g. to exercise the collection of the tax in the jurisdiction of another country). It is believed that the latter case might be the effect of the Commission's amended proposal as it 'would require financial institutions established outside the territory of any participating Member State to collect and pay, for the account of a given participating Member State, the FTT due on the relevant leg of the targeted transactions '. 32 This could be the reason why the tax might be contrary to the international customary law. The UK motion against the proposed FTT also raised intense discussions among the tax practitioners. Due to the fact that the CJEU's judgement 28 Op. cit. 26. 29 Ibidem. 30 Which in itself is costly, as well as the employees will have to be trained to work with the new system, further the collection of the tax will have to be tracked, monitored, administrated and remitted, ect. suggested that a subsequent challenge could be admissible 33 all these discussions raised are still of big relevance. Some practitioners adhere to a rather pessimistic point of view stating that the puzzle of the extraterritorial effect of the tax might be crucial to the success of the FTT, especially, having in mind, that extraterritorial impact is very hard to justify which might result in a repudiation of the proposal. 34 Whereas others claim that any challenge against the ECJ is unlikely to result in the abolition of the FTT having in mind some of the previous experiences in challenging the usage of enhanced cooperation against the ECJ.
35 36 Moreover, the European FTT still has a very strong support from Germany and France. 37 Nevertheless, in any case, it appears that the judgement put some pressure on the states as the ten 38 participating Member States during the last ECOFIN meeting 39 agreed on a gradual introduction of the tax (step-by-step approach) aiming at covering, initially, only stocks and certain derivatives with a possibility to widen the extend of the tax eventually. Furthermore, the introduction date of the tax was also postponed to more realistic one -(at latest) enhanced cooperation 40 which brings in a lot of uncertainty to the future of the tax. Clearly, a strong political will is required in order to make this tax work.
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Inclusion of Pension Funds in the Scope of the FTT
The starting point
In its current form, the EU FTT would tax transactions of all different types of financial institutions, including pension funds. Such an inclusion of pension funds in the scope of the FTT might create additional problem which could hinder the smooth introduction and functioning of the FTT. The mentioned issue is mostly raised and extensively discussed by the pension funds themselves as they argue that an exemption from the tax is needed in order to hinder the future beneficiaries facing higher contributions payments and / or reduced benefits. 41 The author of the article further will explain the core of the problem raised by the pension funds and will set out her arguments why the pension funds should not be relieved from the burden of the FTT. To begin with, it is very important to emphasize that after the introduction of the FTT system, it is very likely that the financial institutions will not want to reduce their profits by the payable FTT. As a result, it is highly probable that banks and other financial institutions will try to shift the burden of the FTT to the shoulders of their clients by raising the fees on day-to-day financial services and thus, indirectly withdrawing the cost of the FTT from their customers. This type of risk was firstly identified during the meetings of G20 42 and later on one more time addressed by the European Parliament. 42 During the Pittsburg G20 Summit in 2010, the International Monetary fund presented its report 'A fair and substantial contribution by the financial sector', in which it was highly emphasized that the global financial transaction tax could be more detrimental than beneficial as the burden on the end users would be higher than the Therefore, if banks and other financial institutions, in order to (indirectly) avoid the payable FTT, would raise the fees of the daily transactions for the end-users, the general aim of the FTT, namely to make the financial institutions pay a fair share to public finances, would not be achieved and the tax itself could lose its primer social value. Furthermore, the mentioned risk is of particular importance regarding the activities of pension funds as the latter openly declare that the FTT levy would ultimately hurt the returns of the pension funds and would have to be paid by current and future retirees. 44 This transfer of the fiscal burden to the future pensioners is the main argument supporting pension funds' suggestions to be exempted from the burden of the FTT. 45 However, the Commission is not willing to give an exemption from the tax to the pension funds, arguing that they already benefit from a various advantageous tax regimes / schemes in many Member States (depending on a Member State, pension funds do not pay any or pay a very low corporate, income, dividends and capital gains tax, also in some Member States pension funds are exempted from VAT). 46 Furthermore, such an exemption would be detrimental to the levelplaying field between various products available for savings and retirement and would be against the principle of tax neutrality as the alternative products, such as bonds, collective investment vehicles and life insurance contracts already fall within the scope of the FTT. 
Is inclusion really harmful to the future pensioners?
The author of this article supports Commission's arguments set out above and also adheres to the point of view that pension funds should not be exempted from the burden of the FTT. This outcome is reached on a basis on further considerations. Firstly, it should be noted, that in practise a rather small part of all European pension funds would be affected by the FTT. Only the pension funds that fall within the pension schemes of so-called II and III pillars 48 will be covered by the scope of the FTT. Pension schemes that are run by the states -the pillar I social security systems -would not be affected by the FTT at all as these pension funds do not trade in the financial markets. In this context it is essential to bear in mind that pillar I is the most important element of social security schemes in most Member States with the exceptions of the Netherlands, Ireland, United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Belgium (in which pillar II social security schemes are of big importance 49 ). As a result, there is no wonder that precisely these countries -or to be more accurate, business groups, lobbyists for the financial sector and pension funds of the latter -raise questions of the probable exemption as these countries (and their business groups) would be the only ones that in practise be affected by the tax. Therefore, giving an exemption from the tax to the pension funds would mean favouring the interests of business groups, lobbyists and small amount of pension funds interest over the public interest. Such a beneficial treatment of a minority over the majority would be contrary to the general fairness, tax neutrality principles as well as to the primary purpose of the FTT. Secondly, only pension funds that trade in the secondary market 50 will be taxed with the FTT, the ones that trade in the primary market 51 and 48 Pursuant to the methodology of the World Bank of 1990, social security schemes can be divided into three pillars: I pillar -are public or pay-as-you-go pensions, II pillar -mandatory complementary and privately managed pension schemes, III pillar -voluntary contributions without any link to the employment. 49 Op. cit. 46. 50 Secondary market is the financial market in which previously issued financial instruments such as stock, bonds, options, and futures are bought and sold from one investor / speculator to another. This makes this market 'a second one' as the financial invest in governments bonds are already excluded from the burden of the FTT. Moreover, it is obvious that the tax burden of the FTT will be higher for those pension funds that perform the high frequency trading investment strategies in the secondary markets than for the ones that pursue 'buy and hold' strategy. However, it should be emphasized that in actively managed pension funds and investment vehicles trading, operational costs as well as handling fees are already higher than in the passively managed ones.
52 Therefore, the emphasis should be put on the word 'higher' as the newly imposed FTT would not in itself create high costs for the frequently trading pension funds but it would merely contribute to the already high costs of the latter which are already carried along by the current and future retirees. It has been calculated that annual operational and management costs of the actively managed pension funds are six to twelve times higher than the FTT due.
53 54 In addition to this, the Commission has also made estimations that for an average 25 years membership in a pension instruments are not being traded directly between the issuer of the financial instruments and investor / speculator. 51
Where a newly issued security is first offered. All subsequent trading of this security occurs is done in the secondary market. 52 Op. cit. 46. 53 The outcome of such calculation can be illustrated by the following example. Let's assume that an individual pension savings portfolio consists of 100, 000 EUR value assets (1000 securities x 100 € value each). The passively managed pension fund would trade 25% of the portfolio once a year, whereas an actively managed one would trade of all assets twice a year. As a result, we would have that the trading frequency in an actively managed pension fund is eight times higher than in the passively managed one. Consequently, this would mean that the passively managed fund would be taxed at only 25 EUR/year or 0.025% of total assets and actively managed fund -200 EUR/year or 0.2% of total portfolio value (the rate of the FTT is 0.05% and it is due at the moment of buying and selling of that asset). In a contrast to this, annual operating and management costs of the pension funds are of 1.2%-2.4%. And the latter average six to twelve times any FTT payable. 54Botsch A., 'Financial transaction taxes in the EU', in: The European Union Trade Institute, 12-10-2012. Retrieved via: http://www.etui.org/Publications2/Policy-Briefs/European-EconomicEmployment-and-Social-Policy/Financial-transaction-taxes-in-the-EU, last visited on 31 May 2014. scheme, already existing high operational and management costs could result in a 17.5% loss in the real net return for the scheme member.
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This leads to the conclusion that the substantial operational costs of the pension funds, not the FTT itself, is the real burden for the current and future retirees. Therefore, the FTT should not be used as a smokescreen to conceal this issue and avoid the payable FTT.
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And finally, it should be born in mind that the newly introduced FTT might even be beneficial to the members and potential clients of the pension funds as it would lessen the high frequent trading of the pension funds and thus, contribute to the stability and regained trust in the financial markets. If the high volumes of trading were decreased, the high trading costs would also be reduced what could result in bigger returns for the pensioners.
57 Furthermore, the FTT could stimulate the development of the transparency requirements relating to the operational and management cost of the pension funds as well as perform a social function in a sense that clients before choosing one or another pension fund (actively or passively managed, trading in primary or secondary market) would collect more information and make more deliberate and measured decision for the future. Having in mind all the mentioned before, the new to be introduced EU FTT would not be harmful even contrary -it could be favourable to the current and future retirees.
Conclusion
In regard with all the above mentioned considerations, it can be concluded that the new tax should not be a problem for future pensioners as claimed by various pensions funds (as only the small number of pensions funds would be touched by the tax in question and the tax would only insignificantly contribute to the increase of the fundrelated cost as these costs are already very high), therefore granting the exemption from the tax would not be justified. 58 Nevertheless, if for the sake of the argument it would be assumed that the exemption from the FTT to the pension funds would be granted, even then pension funds would not be shield from the payable FTT as the effect of the tax would probably still hit them due to their trading partners. 59 Thus, it is rather accurate that pension funds in one way or another will be touched by the FTT, however, it cannot be known for certain that it will create additional (if any!) burden for the participants of the funds. The costs of the FTT might be absorbed by the investment chain itself as the pension funds will want to offer importunate rates to their clients. 60 Moreover, as it was already mentioned, the EU FTT might even be very beneficial for the current and future retirees. Therefore, pension funds, as financial institutions with a social element, should argue for not against the tax. However, contrary to the problem regarding pension funds, the issue concerning the extraterritorial effect of the tax might cause some further issues as no non-participating country attempts to apply the proposed FTT in the manner and scope it is designed now. Moreover, even if they were willing to collaborate, there is yet no mechanism in place for the collection of a tax which is so far from ´home´ and where the parties of a taxable transaction might even have no effective connection to the taxing state. And finally, due to the fact that the CJEU did not close the door for the subsequent challenge, in the future there still might be a ruling regarding the extraterritorial effect of the tax and its compatibility with the EU law. Having in mind that it is very hard to justify the extraterritorial effect, the proposal of the tax might be amended (in regards of issuance and residence principles) by the participating Member States themselves.
58 Every exemption from the tax should be justified as every exemption faces the problem of loosening the ways and creating loopholes for the circumvention of the tax. 59 In order to entirely avoid FTT, as it was already mentioned before, pension funds should cease their trading in financial markets within the FTT zone (residence principle) and also should not trade in financial instruments issued within the FTT zone (issuance principle). 60 Op. cit. 56
